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CARIBOU COFFEE &
EINSTEIN BROS. BAGELS
BY RICH BELMONT

Just brewed coffee and fresh baked bagels are just so
delicious together. Millions of people have discovered
the pleasures of sitting down with a flavored coffee and
a scrumptious bagel slathered with cream cheese.
Perhaps nobody understands this better than the owners
of Caribou Coffee & Einstein Bros. Bagels. The parent
company of both of these businesses is the investment arm
of the Reimann family of Germany: JAB Holding Company
(Johann Adam Benckiser) headquartered in Luxembourg.
The company has built a very impressive empire consisting
of several fashion (Jimmy Choo Ltd) and beauty (Coty,
Inc.) corporations and world class coffee, tea and baking
enterprises. A partial list of its subsidiaries includes Jacobs
Dowe Egberts Coffee and Tea Company, Peet’s Coffee and
Tea, Intelligentsia Coffee and Tea, Stumptown Coffee Roasters,
Keurig Green Mountain and Krispy Kreme Doughnuts.
(Fun Fact: Last month JAB Holding Company
finalized the purchase of its latest acquisition,
Panera Bread for 7.5 Billion dollars!)
A few years ago the parent company decided to unify
the knowledge and expertise of some of these coffee
purveyors and bakeries and launched the concept of
connecting Caribou Coffee & Einstein Bros. Bagels stores.
Dubuque’s Caribou Coffee & Einstein Bros. Bagels
is the sixtieth combined store. Another fifty will be
opening soon throughout the United States.

milk, dark or white chocolate. Caribou Northern Lite drinks are
made with sugar-free syrups, espresso and skim milk.
The Blended Caribou Coolers,
Coffeeless Coolers and
Smoothies are really desserts
in a glass. I really like the
Chocolate Caribou Cooler and
my favorite is the Brownie
Coffeeless Cooler. This
decadent concoction is made
with brownie brittle blended
with chocolate sauce, half &
half, and a signature shake
mix topped with whipped cream and more brownies. I think I
am committing a sin just thinking about having one of these!
Einstein Bros. Bagels
are baked to exacting
standards. They are
slacked and proofed in a
time sensitive carefully
controlled temperature
and humidity environment.
They are baked in specially designed steam ovens.
On most days baking bagels begins at 2:00 am. Then fresh
bagels are baked every 4 hours. At the end of the day
leftover bagels are either donated to charity or discarded.

Opening day for the Dubuque location was August
4, 2017. Already there are approximately 30
employees. The store offers free Wi-Fi and Dubuque’s
only coffee drive-through open at 5:00 am.

There are 17 Classic and 7 Gourmet Bagels on the menu.
Five of the Classic Bagels are considered the standards
and are always available. These are: Plain, Asiago, Honey
Whole Wheat, Cinnamon Raisin and the Everything Bagel.
(Fun Fact: Ever wonder what is really on the Everything
Bagel? Garlic, Onion, Poppy Seed and Sesame Seed.)

Except for the Daily Coffee all drinks are brewed when
ordered and all sandwiches are hand-crafted to order. This
means you might have to wait a few minutes for your
sandwich. This is a casual dining establishment and not a fast
food joint.

The Gourmet Bagels have their flavors baked in. If you have not
tried these I urge you to do so because the flavors just seem to
pop in your mouth. The Power Protein, Six Cheese, Cheesy Hash
Brown and Apple Cinnamon are all very popular. I especially
like the Cheddar Jalapeño, Spinach Florentine and Green Chile.

Joanne Hillery is the General
Manager. She is a native
Dubuquer and is a licensed
social worker. She has been
in retail management for
over 20 years in several
stores including Old Navy
and The Gap. She worked in
a Des Moines Caribou Coffee
& Einstein Bros. Bagels and
lived in a hotel for almost
10 weeks while training for the GM position. (Fun Fact:
Joanne is a singer and musician and is a regular cast member
in many of the productions at the Bell Tower Theater.)

Bagels can be ordered plain, toasted, with butter, honey, jelly,
hummus, Nutella or peanut butter. Of course, most true Bagel
lovers will eat their bagels with a Cream Cheese Shmear.

The rest of the leadership team is comprised of
Assistant Manager Front of the House Karen Ellis,
Assistant Manager Back of the House Kelly Allman
and Certified Head Baker Cathy Moon.
Team Members are trained and certified for specific
positions. Any Team Member can be certified for more than
one job function including sandwich maker and cashier.
Specialized training is provided for Baristas and Bakers.
The Daily Coffees are the pre-brewed coffees selected for
each day. You can choose light roast, dark roast, decaf or
flavored coffee of the day. These coffees are pre-brewed for
quick service but the carafes are emptied and refilled with
fresh coffee every hour. If you drink these on the premises
refills are free. They can also be purchased in a Canteen.
The coffee for a Canteen takes about 15 minutes to brew
and is a box containing approximately 10 cups of coffee.
The Signature Coffees are all brewed to order. Some
of the specialties include a Turtle Mocha with caramel,
whip and turtle topping and Campfire Mocha with
toasted marshmallow, whip and chocolate chips.
The Classics include Mocha, Latte, Cappuccino, Chai Tea
Latte, Hot Chocolate and the Northern Lite Latte.
All Signature drinks are
available hot, iced or blended.
All Classic drinks are served
either hot or iced. When
ordering any chocolate drink
you will be asked to choose,
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The available regular Shmears are Plain, Onion & Chive,
and Smoked Salmon. The Reduced Fat choices are Plain,
Blueberry, Garden Veggie, Garlic & Herb, Honey Almond,
Jalapeño Salsa, Maple and Strawberry. (Fun Fact: Shmear
or Schmear is an American English word borrowed
from the Yiddish language. It originally meant “cheese”
and now refers to “anything that can be spread”.)
It is always better to buy bagels here in quantity. They really
are cheaper by the dozen or even half dozen. For example: a
plain bagel is $1.35, 6 for $1.13/bagel and 13 for $.87/bagel. With
shmear, a bagel is $2.85, 6 for $1.55/bagel, and 13 for $1.18/bagel.
Gourmet Bagels are an additional 60¢ each.
If you only go to Caribou for coffee you are missing out on
some terrific meals. All of the Einstein sandwiches are really
good and most of them are bursting with unusual flavors. All
the sandwiches are available from open to close. And all of
them are made to order so you can customize them to suit your
own preferences. In most cases ingredients can be substituted.
For example, if you don’t want cucumber or onion tell the
cashier to leave them off or if you want avocado ask to have it
added. Some upgrades including a second egg, gourmet bagel
or extra cheese, for example, do require a slightly higher cost.
Each sandwich description specifies a particular
bagel or potato roll. These are only suggestions. You
can order your sandwich on any available bagel.
Lunch or dinner sandwiches are accompanied by your
choice of a side of Potato Chips, Potato Salad or Fresh
Fruit. These sides can also be purchased separately.
Here are just a few of the
outstanding sandwiches:
• Farmhouse – cagefree egg, thick cut
bacon, smoked ham
and cheddar cheese.
The Country Pepper
Shmear is made in-house
from cream cheese
and cracked pepper.

• Southwest Egg White
– egg white, turkey
sausage, pepper jack
cheese with Tomato
Salsa and Plain Schmear
on a Thintastic Bagel.
What is a Thintastic
Bagel you say? It
means your sandwich
maker slices the bagel
in half and cuts out some of the dough so you
get a thinner bagel with fewer carbs.
• Ham & Swiss – smoked ham, lettuce, tomato, red onion,
mayo and deli mustard and Swiss cheese. (Fun Fact: This is
called a Ham & Swiss. However I could order it with cheddar,
mozzarella or pepper jack instead of Swiss cheese.)
• Chorizo Sunrise – egg, a tasty chorizo patty, avocado,
pepper jack cheese, Jalapeño Salsa Shmear on a Green
Chile Gourmet Bagel. (Fun Fact: Chorizo (cho-REE-zo)
is a highly seasoned cured and smoked pork sausage.
Mexican chorizo is typically seasoned with vinegar
and red chili peppers and Spanish chorizo is flavored
with garlic and smoked paprika called pimentón. This
is why they both have a distinctive red color.)
• Salmon Nova Lox – Nova Lox, red onion, capers tomato
and Plain Shmear open face on a plain bagel. (Fun Fact:
traditional Lox is salt-cured or brined, sliced thin and never
cooked or smoked. Nova Lox is from Nova Scotia and is
cold smoked after the curing or brining process. It is
exposed to smoke at about 80˚F without being cooked so
it remains moist and silky with a translucent pink color.)

Bagel Toppers are open faced bagel sandwiches on any
bagel you choose. There are three on the current menu:
• Herbivore – cream cheese, arugula, tomato and cucumber.
• Spicy Devil – Jalapeño Shmear, lots of crumbled bacon
and jalapeño slices. This one is spicy hot and I love it!
• Nutty Monkey – Nutella, bananas and almonds.

The goal of Caribou Coffee & Einstein Bros. Bagels is
to have people enjoying really great coffee, wonderful
bagels and fantastic sandwiches in a relaxing casual
atmosphere by the fireplace or on the patio.

CARIBOU COFFEE &
EINSTEIN BROS. BAGELS

800 WACKER DRIVE, SUITE 1, DUBUQUE, IA 52002
563-582-5618 • COFFEEANDBAGELS.COM
Hours: Mon–Fri: 5 AM–9 PM;
Sat: 6 AM–9 PM; Sun: 6 AM–8 PM;
Drive-through hours are same as above
Dining Style: Come as you are
Noise Level: Conversational
Recommendations: Signature & Classic Coffees;
Caribou Coolers; Bagels & Shmear; Bacon &
Cheddar and Spinach; Mushroom & Swiss Classic
Breakfast Egg Bagels; Farmhouse Chorizo Sunrise;
Bacon & Spinach Signature Egg Bagels; Salmon
Nova Lox; Turkey, Bacon & Avocado; Hot Green
Chile Club; Tasty Turkey Lunch & Dinner Bagels;
Hot Chicken Pesto; Turkey & Cheddar and Ham
Swiss on Potato Roll Sandwiches; Bagel Toppers
Liquor Service: None
Prices: Beverages: $1.79–$6.09
Bagels: $1.35–$3.45; Sandwiches: $3.85–$7.59
Pay Options: Cash, Debit, Visa & MasterCard
Debit Cards, All Credit Cards, NO Checks
Accessibility: Entrance and Exit Doors and Restrooms
Kids Policy: Junior Size Hot Chocolate &
Smoothies, No Menu, High Chair
Reservations: No • Catering: Yes • Take Out: Yes
Delivery: No • Parking: Strip Mall Parking Lot
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